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Abstract
The combination of increasing population and chronic wave-driven erosion of
North Carolina beaches has necessitated the use of beach nourishment to
enhance coastal resilience. Nourishments often occur at regular intervals or as
emergency actions to protect infrastructure. As sediment resources diminish,
efficient nourishment practices are essential. Yet, our understanding of shortterm shoreline evolution caused by cross-shore and alongshore sediment
transport following nourishments remains inadequate. This gap in
understanding is largely due to the absence of frequent observations
documenting the continuous evolution of the shoreline. The objectives of this
study are to: (1) derive continuous beach observations from coastal web-camera
imagery; and (2) quantify the rate and alongshore variability of post
nourishment shoreline position change at a recently nourished beach. I will
complete these objectives by developing a methodology for processing and
identifying shoreline position from webcam imagery using algorithms that
exploit the spectral signatures of nearshore features. Ultimately, I will test my
methodology on imagery from Oak Island, NC to identify, quantify, and track
shoreline position as the beach responds to its recent nourishment. To connect
the observed changes in shoreline position to oceanographic forcing, I will
compare observed variations in wave energy from offshore buoy data to the
shoreline movement.
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Oak Island Webcams
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User-Friendly GUI
Allows the user to select an existing station
or setup a new one

Automatically provides a list of existing
stations OR walks the user through the
station setup process
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Compatible with both local or remote
access (FTP) video archives

Provides only dates and times within
each cameras operational period for
FTP extraction
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Plot A is a snapshot from a raw, unprocessed, video file; notice the distortion of
the horizon. Plot B displays the “first-time” station setup image for the Oak Island
West Camera; the displayed horizon, dune line, shoreline transects, and test points
are used for every future video from this station. Plot C1 shows the region of
interest in which the MTWL is searched for and C2 shows the ROI after a red
minus blue color subtraction. The MTWL is extracted from plot C2, using a value
representative of the water-sand boundary determined by Otsu’s method (Plot
D). Plot E, the resulting image, shows the computed MTWL, dune line, and dune
collision test points on the time averaged image. Additionally, plot E shows the
beach transects that intersected the MTWL threshold value; measuring the length
of these transects (in pixels) allows for the identification of trends in beach width
variability (Plot F).
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Scatter is likely due to
differences in high tide water
levels and/or varying degrees
of meteorological forcing.

Significance
As coastal erosion becomes a more prominent issue,
webcam observations provide additional validation of
real-time wave runup and dune erosion models.
Webcam imagery can be archived and used to assess
qualitative and quantitative trends in shoreline
evolution and nourishment resilience. Automating the
algorithms for use on the large number of existing,
publicly available, weather and surf cameras along the
coast, will provide data from varying coastal
environments. Thus, allowing shareholders and
decision-makers to design and adopt more efficient
coastal management practices.

